worry that the seemingly miraculous effects of the linguistic turn have been merely analgesic; they prescribe a "return to the social" as a preventive against further pangs. 19 I share much of this discomfort, especially the concern that we are again focusing overmuch on elites. William H. Sewell and Olwen Hufton have both written eloquently about the limitations of a cultural history that concentrates narrowly on those few whose engagements and attitudes can be so satisfyingly teased from readily available, richly evocative printed works. As Hufton stated ten years ago (when history as the study of representations was perhaps at its peak), the dangers of confusing "a dozen salonnières [and] a couple of courtesans" with the "actual experiences of real women" are considerable. 20 Empirically misleading, focus on such small numbers can also be politically worrying, since it intimates that most people's lives are uninteresting, insignificant, or irrelevant.
Nonetheless, I find the idea of a "return to the social" problematic. The void George Taylor confronted lay neither in the past nor in its residues and traces (which remained as multiple and opaque as ever) but in historians' strategies of understanding and appropriation. 21 A category such as "class" (or, a decade later, "women") established contours of relevance and guided researchers' decisions about what material to reject and what to retain. In short, it told us what we were looking for and allowed us to conduct our search with a sense of purpose and energy. In a merely inverted form, it served this function for Taylor as well: his map of eighteenth-century French wealth was made significant precisely by its failure to coincide with the supposed social landscape of prerevolutionary France. To this day, historians have continued to skirt the conceptual void by treating the category "class" as something still in need of disproving. Sarah Maza, for example, has recently insisted on the importance of taking seriously "the Revolution's social vision of unanimity, predicated on the notion of an indivisible people"-thereby implying that there is a sort of "enormous condescension" in insisting that we, with the benefit of hindsight, can see the real social divisions to which the actors of the time were blind. 22 According to the received version of historiographical wisdom, however, it has been at least twenty years since anyone seriously posited that the French Revolution was the work of a distinct and identifiable social class-against whom or what, then, is Maza arguing? Since, without a model to challenge, taking historical actors' own claims seriously can look and feel uncomfortably like naïve empiricism, Maza sets herself up to fight a battle that has already been won.
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The crucial point here is that the once-common social interpretation of the revolution and the now-dominant cultural one share many more features than are usually acknowledged. These features often appear in inverted, looking-glass form, but a "return to the social" would simply flip the structure over once again. Analysis would still remain within the same framework (much as the sand remains within an hourglass), and our preoccupation with certain categories, such as modernity and politics, would continue to subsist unchallenged.
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Take, for instance, the example of "politics," often said to be the distinctive contribution of the revisionist approach. 23 Such a claim misrepresents the place of politics in earlier scholarship, however. Even in Lefebvre's Coming of the French Revolution (that classic of the so-called "social" interpretation), the king's 1788 calling of the Estates-General and his later dismissal of Jacques Necker played major parts in mobilizing the "popular revolution." 24 Anglo-American scholarship of the 1950s and 1960s effectively attacked Lefebvre's identification of social class as the determinant of political action (hence Lefebvre's account of independent aristocratic, bourgeois, popular, and peasant revolutions), but it left politics as a defining characteristic of the revolution. Indeed, I would argue that The Coming of the French Revolution has become the current historiography's standard "Marxist" point of reference precisely because its version of Jacobino-Marxism gave such a central place to political life. 25 Nonetheless, it is usually François Furet's allusive, largely historiographical Penser la Révolution française (Interpreting the French Revolution), published in French in 1978 and in English translation in 1981, that is usually congratulated for having put politics at the center of the revolution. What readers found in Interpreting the French Revolution can more accurately be described, however, as a new definition of politics (which was brought to bear on an already well-established narrative). Furet, as Claude Langlois has noted, recast "politics" to mean the vocabulary of political philosophy (rather than the expression of class interests, the rivalry of factions, or the microtechnologies of power). Hence, the revolution became a problem for intellectual history-a topic, as one reviewer enthusiastically endorsed, to be "grasped as thought." 26 Many of Furet's central assertions have entered into the broader disciplinary vernacular. Perhaps the most widely accepted of these is that "the void created by the rapid collapse of the monarchy's authority . . . opened a period when history was set adrift." 27 In a time when everything and anything seemed possible, Furet posited, France was gripped by a "frenzied collective preoccupation with power" 28 -power that, fatally, under the influence of both absolutist doctrine and Jean-Jacques Rousseau's "General Will," was understood as unitary and indivisible. For Furet, as for many historians writing today, the Bourbon monarchy simply withered away. 29 While conflict and the necessity of change drive both the social interpretation of the revolution and accounts of the shift from Marxist to revisionist analysis, conflict features in Furet's 1978 work only as an utterly paranoid obsession with plots. 30 
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According to Furet, the disintegration of the monarchy left power up for grabs. That power vacuum was filled by "the illusion of politics"-that is, by the illusion that everything in the world was amenable to political intervention. But if revolutionary consciousness trusted that all could be made anew through politics, it followed that everything could also be destroyed through politics. And so the belief in being able to change the world was born with an evil twin: the fear of counter-revolutionary conspiracy. "The idea of plot," Furet wrote, "was cut from the same cloth as revolutionary consciousness because it was an essential aspect of the basic nature of that consciousness: an imaginary discourse on power." 31 From this point, Furet concluded that the Terror of the Year II (1793-1794) was already immanent in the optimism of 1789. Much about this analysis can be questioned: for instance, Furet's reference to a single revolutionary consciousness exemplified in Jacobinism, already potentially problematic in its Hegelianism, can allow only circular reasoning when it comes to the relation of that consciousness to the Jacobin Terror (which is said to typify it).
14 Nevertheless, in the years after its publication, Penser la Révolution française was taken up with huge enthusiasm, and its epigrammatic prose set the tone for much future scholarship. Two immensely influential North American historians, Keith Michael Baker and Lynn Hunt, contributed significantly to recasting the French Revolution in terms inspired by Furet. 32 In prominent reviews of Penser la Révolution française and in the introductions to their own books, Hunt and Baker emphasized Furet's interpretation of the revolution as consciously willed political action directed at the complete transformation of society. If Hunt has been more ready than Baker to grant that something positive may have emerged from that attempt, they both have insisted on the French Revolution's decisive role in shaping modern political culture. If Baker and Hunt have elaborated their arguments within slightly different chronologies (Baker focusing on the disaggregation of absolutist discourse in the 1750s-1780s, Hunt exploring the ongoing transformations of the 1790s), they both have nonetheless accepted and popularized the idea of the monarchy's abrupt disintegration in the summer of 1789. If Baker's focus on printed, recognizably political or philosophical texts has generally made for more circumscribed discussion than that arising from Hunt's claim that revolutionary "politics did not take place in a defined sphere," they both have redirected historians' attention toward analyzing public rhetorics of change (and away from measuring its private realizations). 33 
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In the past fifteen years, historians of the revolution have brought these elements of Furet's analysis into a fruitful, if not always easy, conversation with Jürgen Habermas's conceptualization of the "public sphere." 34 Habermas, a German philosopher and student of the Frankfurt school, argued in his 1962 Strukturwandel der Öffentlichkeit (published in English in 1989 and described by Keith Baker as "an indispensable work") that the transition to the modern period had been characterized by the restructuring of public life. 35 The late seventeenth-century growth of a literate and autonomous bourgeoisie, Habermas contended, had led to the emergence of a form of public life distinct from the monarchial spectacle of court life: a "bourgeois public sphere" structured by discussion and debate among rational individuals. This public "sphere" was not necessarily localized in public spaces: it existed anywhere ideas might be exchanged among putatively equal individuals, from the columns of newspapers to the salons of aristocratic society hostesses. Combined with Furet's account of the revolution as a transformation of political discourse, Habermas's nonspatialized public encouraged historians to understand the "modern" world as one made primarily through language.
A number of recent books indicate that agendas derived from Furet and Habermas, Baker and Hunt, remain largely, though not exclusively, dominant. 36 From Sophia Rosenfeld's discussion of sign languages to Jon Cowans's dissection of public opinion and David A. Bell's analysis of emergent nationalism, the ostensible topics of recent monographs are as notably diverse as the underlying approach is uniform. Drawing on both canonical and obscure eighteenth-century texts, these authors attempt to demonstrate the emergence of revolutionary political culture (characterized by its intolerance of difference and intensified claims for power) from various strands of Late Enlightenment thought. If a few authors, such as Darrin McMahon and James Livesey, have attempted to break down the idea of a single, unitary revolutionary culture (either as reality or ideal), many others have been more inclined to extend the claims made for its impact. Carla Hesse hence argues that the revolution invented the modern writer; Joan Landes, that the encounter with nationalist iconography transformed individual subjectivity. 37 
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It is worth remarking that another similarity, perhaps less immediately obvious, unites these books as well: routine, casual references to psychological factors such as obsession, desire, or fear. Landes and Hesse address these issues directly, but even those authors less committed to the idea that the revolution dramatically transformed human subjectivity make surprisingly frequent reference to emotional states. Cowans writes of pamphleteers' "manic-depressive outlook"; Rosenfeld finds revolutionaries betraying their "greatest fears." 38 This is not pure coincidence. Rather, assumptions about psychic states have served as unacknowledged props for many recent studies of the French Revolution. If a few books-most notably, Lynn Hunt's Family Romance of the French Revolution and William Reddy's very recent The Navigation of Feeling-have explicitly addressed the revolution in these terms, they have met with only ambivalent reactions. 39 Yet the pervasiveness of such tropes-and the accompanying tendency to personify abstractions (such as "culture" or "the revolution") and attribute feelings to them-suggests that we need to engage with this topic in a direct and sustained fashion. For such diagnoses have proven almost as common as politics in the revisionist version of the revolution.
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"Grasped as thought," the revolution is shadowed by irrational impulses. The widespread perception that the French monarchy simply "shuffled toward collapse" 40 has made the violence of the 1790s increasingly inexplicable except by reference to "instincts," "obsessions," or other far from rational (probably far from conscious) factors. Even the most careful historians often allow the vocabulary of mental illness or animality to evoke the mood of France in this period. 41 So pervasive has this schema become that Timothy Tackett has devoted a prominent article to arguing the proposition, formerly self-evident, that it probably isn't paranoia if there really are people out to get you. 42 
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François Furet's reference to a collective "frenzy" (délire, in French) comes close to echoing the arch-Conservative (and largely discredited) nineteenth-century historian, Hippolyte Taine, who described the Paris crowds of summer 1789 as "like a tame elephant suddenly become wild again . . . [I]n future it will move along as it pleases, freed from control, and abandoned to its own feelings, instincts, and appetites." 43 Nonetheless, and under multiple influences, Furet's "imaginary discourse on power" (and its necessarily accompanying paranoia) has been comfortably integrated within most analyses of "revolutionary political culture." As a culture and not as chaos, this mad illusion has had explanatory as well as descriptive force. Furet's emphasis on a collective frenzy has spared students any further effort to derive distinct political attitudes from particular social situations (welcome absolution in the face of the classic articles by Elizabeth Eisenstein, Colin Lucas, and George Taylor, all of which convincingly demonstrated the absence of any narrowly class-based revolutionary dynamic). 44 Moreover, the definition of the revolution as politics, and of politics as the attempt to speak from a position of sovereignty, freed historians of any need to think about all the people who never came near that position. In a stroke, Richard Cobb, whose detailed portrayals of colorful individuals made him the "Shakespeare" of the revolution, was deleted from the historiography. 45 In short, and with a few notable exceptions, the French Revolution has become about politics conceived primarily in terms of the 600-1,000 men who served at any one time in the national political body. 46 Tackett's 1996 Becoming a Revolutionary took a prosopographical approach to these men, but most other work has been notably unconcerned with them as individuals. 47 Instead, they figure as semi-delirious vehicles of internally coherent political discourses, spokesmen easily introduced with a single-word appositive (for example, Jacobin or Feuillant). If the caricatured social interpretation of the revolution left these men no option other than the mechanical expression of their class interests, the current mode of analysis allows them little more individual agency. Trapped within a peculiarly monolithic understanding of "political culture" as the product of a finite number of discourses, it compensates for its failures of explanation with the vocabulary of madness. 48 
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Several recent studies focus on the ideals and expectations that revolutionary actors brought into political life from their broader cultural milieu. Combining Keith Baker's focus on the final decades of absolutism with Lynn Hunt's more broadly thematic research strategies, Sophia Rosenfeld and David A. Bell cast new light on how revolutionary culture's purported radical break with the past was itself a product of that past. Rosenfeld, in her meticulous A Revolution in Language: The Problem of Signs in Late Eighteenth-Century France, argues for tracing revolutionary culture's "linguistic paranoia" to its educated protagonists' basic epistemological assumptions. 49 Participants in a learned culture that idealized semiotic transparency, the men of the revolution's national assemblies treated language itself as both a cause of France's past problems and a tool for present regeneration. 50 Central to this perception, Rosenfeld explains, was their faith that current disputes were due only to the unnecessary imprecision of the French language. Words were used in ways they should not be: this constituted the "abuse of words" and was repeatedly deplored by philosophes and revolutionaries alike. 51 "Luxury," for example, might refer both to an extensive retinue of servants and to a single clean pocket-handkerchief. 52 An intolerable degree of ambiguity therefore attached to the word. For Rosenfeld's revolutionaries, resolving this uncertainty was a vital matter for a two-pronged pedagogical politics: language reform, such that all abused words would be replaced with a new sign that could not be misused (recently created sign languages for the deaf, the use of pantomime in theaters, and evidence from faraway cultures were all thought to provide examples of sign systems that could not be twisted) and education, such that people would be taught the true meaning of words.
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Rosenfeld has certainly identified a real preoccupation; one does not have to read very many volumes of the Archives parlementaires to notice the prevalent concern with the interpretation of language. 53 Her argument allows a nuanced understanding of the Jacobins' "terroristic" language policy: their desire to eradicate all local dialects derived not from a pathological rejection of difference per se but from a perception of linguistic difference (in particular) as the source of disagreement. As Rosenfeld highlights, this understanding also put actively political men in a paradoxical situation-the more they talked and wrote about implementing linguistic harmony, the more their own oratory was potentially guilty of violating it. Like Rosenfeld's book, Bell's Cult of the Nation in France: Inventing Nationalism, 1680-1800 considers Jacobin language policy in order to discern its roots in events and ideas of earlier decades. 54 In this major work, Bell challenges the widespread belief that nationalism sprang from nothing in the course of the revolutionary wars. While insisting that modern nationalism did not exist before the French Revolution, he nonetheless argues that its constitutive elements emerged in the course of a series of eighteenth-century crises. For Bell, the revolutionaries both carried through a nationalist project begun by the absolutist state and completely transformed it.
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Picking up Benedict Anderson's suggestion that nationalism only became thinkable with the decline of world religions and their sacred languages, Bell emphasizes the specifically "terrestrial" nature of the nation's claims. 55 Sometime in the late seventeenth century, according to Bell, God withdrew into His own sphere, leaving humans to work out their own affairs. 56 People did not necessarily become less religious, Bell intimates, but they neither wanted nor expected divine intervention on a regular basis. If they felt differently about God, their understanding of themselves changed as well: "the French increasingly defined themselves not as Catholics, or subjects, but as members of a société, public, nation or patrie." 57 Yet, and this is what makes Bell's argument so elegant, it was largely the monarchy itself, using means learned in the religious wars of the previous centuries, that taught the French people to define themselves as neither Catholics nor loyal subjects. What the monarchy produced above all, it would seem, was its own gravediggers.
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For Bell, as for many other scholars working today, a series of mid-century crises provoked the monarchy into reforms and propaganda campaigns-in this case, actively soliciting the love (and financial support) of its subjects. 58 By encouraging the "cult" of great Frenchmen, for example, the monarchy became involved in the ongoing Quarrel of the Ancients and the Moderns, trying to turn French readers from the faraway heroes of Rome and Athens toward the examples set by their own countrymen. 59 In multi-volume biographies of great Frenchmen, as in the pamphlets, plays, and poems produced during the Seven Years' War, writers used the words nation and patrie with increasing frequency. They did so, however, in far from uniform ways. Bell insists that the eighteenth century did not produce a single ideology of nationalism that then fed into, or caused, the revolution. Instead, many different ideas about the nation circulated in 1789 as state authority "disappear[ed] into a vacuum." 60 Facing this void, revolutionaries both feared that France was not currently a nation and believed they could make it one. It is this last notion (the possibility of building a nation through political will alone) that Bell sees as the revolution's signal contribution to modern nationalism. 61 
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With their discussions of popular plays and ballet treatises, Bell and Rosenfeld have pushed the analysis of eighteenth-century culture far beyond any realm that might be narrowly delimited as political, only then to argue for their themes' eventual centrality to the Paris-based politics of 1789-1794. They bring new material to bear on old questions, without asking whether the questions remain valid in light of it. Despite their different emphases, these two talented historians have written strikingly similar books. Both begin by analyzing a text by the Protestant pastor turned revolutionary, Jean-Paul Rabaut de Saint Etienne. Both work largely with print materials, though not with canonical sources. Both look at institutions of eighteenth-century learned life. Both perceive revolutionary political culture as heavily pedagogical-best understood as an effort to "regenerate" the population. 62 For their purposes, plans merely debated and those actually implemented are equally significant, since both reveal the attitudes of those who participated in public discussion.
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In short, Bell and Rosenfeld have much to tell us about schemes to involve all French people in the revolution but far less to say about the actual execution or effect of those projects. Thus the French Revolution is grasped as mission statement. Rosenfeld seems uneasy at so delimiting it, and writes that "the revolutionary querelle des mots was, in large part, imposed by educated participants upon an underlying social, economic, and ideological struggle." 63 "The Revolution" is always somewhat offstage in her book, which has thereby a vague Chekhovian quality: major events happen behind the scenes or in the wings, and the slightly cerebral drama is provided by chattering, albeit mildly mournful, elites. In contrast, Bell implies that the creation of modern nationalism was the revolution, but his focus on initiatives from above leaves that world-historical event strangely under-peopled. At points, this proves especially problematic for his analysis, since Bell makes numerous claims about what "the French" did, or did not, do. For example, based on his reading of the extensive propaganda produced during the Seven Years' War, Bell asserts, "the French had grown increasingly accustomed to seeing themselves as a nation." 64 Yet while he effectively demonstrates that these texts cast the war as one between nations (and not between dynasties), he also insists on the government's central role in sponsoring this literature. That these writings implied that "the French" ought to think of themselves as a nation is clear. That they allow us to draw the conclusion that "the French" actually did so is far less evident. 65 Preempting any similar criticisms, Jon Cowans opens his discussion of revolutionary "public opinion" by specifically stating that he is not concerned with what ordinary people thought. Cowans frames his book with reference to the methodological "linguistic turn," arguing that since "public opinion" was a rhetorical device used within "the arenas of political power," the historian is under no obligation to look for its referent outside those venues. 66 His focus in To Speak for the People: Public Opinion and the Problem of Legitimacy in the French Revolution is therefore on how political actors (narrowly defined) appealed to the idea of public opinion in order to legitimate their own actions. Based on extensive reading of printed political debates, he finds that speakers actually used the words "public" and "opinion" in myriad, largely contradictory, ways. Although his account lacks the rich detail of Bell's work, Cowans, too, is concerned to trace the eighteenth-century emergence of a new "vocabulary of human relations." 67 But whereas Bell treats the tensions and discrepancies within this novel language as effectively the motor of history itself, Cowans expresses concern (verging at times on dismay) as he discovers that revolutionaries mixed concepts and concocted a "hopelessly muddled lexicon." 68 
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In comparison with Bell's and Rosenfeld's carefully nuanced arguments, Cowans's thesis appears rather poorly conceived. Denouncing, in effect, a colossal "abuse of words," Cowans holds out the possibility that the revolution might have been very different had only the protagonists paid sufficient attention to defining their terms. "Unfortunately" (as Cowans very often writes), they did not. 69 Instead, they "failed to work out common definitions." 70 Cowans is certainly correct to stress the varied perspectives among members of the Constituent Assembly or National Convention. Yet he barely considers the possibility that the deputies' "failure" to develop a more precise vocabulary stemmed from (or, perhaps, constituted) very real disagreements among them. Cowans inventories a number of irreconcilable statements-about sovereignty, about public opinion, about the people-not to show their importance or effects but to dismiss them as poorly thought-out assertions deployed in the course of petty, but life-threatening, factional politics. There may be something to this; given the extraordinarily long hours that the members of France's national political bodies spent together in meetings, it would be difficult to imagine them animated solely by clear thought and generous fellow-feeling. But since Cowans gives us too little indication of what these men were endeavoring to do, we have no real sense of how or why the political elite was so deeply and bitterly divided. When he insists that barely concealed violence directed the revolution, we are left to wonder at the sources of this violence.
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By his conclusion, therefore, Cowans has backed himself into a position where he is largely unable to explain the disagreements he has described. Alluding to "a clash of more or less class-based political cultures at the time," Cowans ends up turning the linguistic screw almost a full 360 degrees, returning us to revolutionary violence as the product of class conflict. 71 He has to do this, I think, because his mode of analysis does not allow engagement with the questions of why people disagree or use terms differently. Much recent work of politico-cultural history stumbles on the same question: Why do particular discourses become especially meaningful to certain individuals? Though unsubstantiated, Cowans's concluding suggestion about classbased political cultures demonstrates a refreshing interest in causality coming at the end of a book in which the French "visceral fear of pluralism" otherwise has to carry most of the explanatory weight. 72 In
that privilege the revolutionaries' fears, instincts, or paranoia. For McMahon, historians' perspective on the revolution and the Enlightenment has been warped by their general distaste for opponents of both. McMahon argues emphatically that a notion of "the" Enlightenment, as a unified project or sect, first developed among those who dreaded the very possibility. By the 1770s, a specific worldview, an "anti-philosophe discourse," united the different individuals who opposed what we now know as "the Enlightenment." Opposition to the Enlightenment, McMahon writes, "was first and foremost French and first and foremost religious." 73 Like much recent work, McMahon's book proposes that Peter Gay's Enlightenment of "modern paganism" was much more a time of deeply felt religious anxiety than an era of inevitable, gradual secularization. 74 Mobilized by what they perceived to be a coherent philosophe mission to encourage greed, depravity, and religious dissent, clerics and others were already warning of disaster in the 1780s. According to McMahon, the outbreak of the revolution confirmed their two most cherished beliefs: that a philosophical conspiracy was intentionally undermining the regime and that this conspiracy's actions could only result in bloodshed and terror.
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On first consideration, McMahon has cleverly reversed Furet's model: not the revolutionaries, but their opponents, are shown to be obsessed with plots. Yet McMahon has actually done more than simply flip Furet's account-and this is his book's real contribution. By showing that ideological opposition to the revolution really did exist within France from the beginning (if not before), he effectively challenges the notion of a cohesive "Old Regime" that simply collapsed sometime on or about 1788. By insisting on a much longer chronology of contestation, of which the 1790s are only one decade, he also undermines the thesis of a specifically revolutionary paranoia-no one in his book has a monopoly on imagining plots, or on denouncing them.
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If McMahon has returned a welcome, if somewhat schematic, sense of conflict to our understanding of this period, James Livesey wants to restore human agency. Livesey introduces his bold book, Making Democracy in the French Revolution, as a deliberate move away from disembodied discourses and toward identifiable human actors. In tones of barely concealed exasperation, he argues for shifting our emphasis from analyzing discourses of sovereignty to understanding the institutionalization of new political principles. 75 According to Livesey, sovereignty may have been the crucial issue for absolutist politics, but it was not that for the revolution, which worked instead to elaborate legitimacy and democracy. For Livesey, that is, revolutionary political culture, at least as of the 1792 declaration of a republic, was fundamentally different from that which preceded it. Ideas from the past did not "rush in" to fill the vacuum left by the monarchy's disappearance precisely because the state did not collapse overnight (or, perhaps, ever). 76 Revolutionary republicanism was something new, he asserts, and we therefore cannot understand it by looking solely at pamphlets written in 1789 or speeches given in 1794. Since he sees republicanism continuing to develop and change even after the Ninth of Thermidor (a date that most other recent historians treat as signaling a retreat from "The Revolution"), Livesey demands that we make a chronological transposition, to the years of the Directory. 77 Moreover, and in the context of these particular books, especially strikingly, Livesey also effects a regional and social shift from the political culture of national elites to that of the peasantry. 78 His question is: how did the peasants get to be modern?
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By defining peasant modernity as participation in "commercial republicanism," however, Livesey undermines his own methodological stance. Despite his repeated strictures on "discourse," Livesey understands republicanism as a language, a set of conceptual tools with which peasants reworked their relationships to each other and to the state. Directorial republicans are hence important chiefly for the vocabulary they "bequeathed" to nineteenth-century France. This may not be a bad way of thinking about republicanism-or, indeed, perhaps any other ism-but how does the diffusion of philosophies restore agency to ordinary individuals? Moreover, to prove his case, Livesey would have to follow McMahon's lead and carry his analysis well into the nineteenth century, showing us peasants who wrote the language of commercial republicanism spontaneously and participated in modern democratic institutions as a result. 79 Livesey's book underscores just how difficult it is at this juncture for historians of eighteenth-century France to both engage with recent scholarship and envision individual human agency, even when that is their avowed intent. Since the "demise" of the old paradigm, historians of the revolution (at least as much as French people of the 1790s) seem to lack the conceptual vocabulary to do what they want. Cowans wants to prove that divergent ideas about public opinion drove an ongoing legitimation crisis, but he ends up giving almost explanatory force to something very like class conflict. Bell wants to show how "the French began to think like nationalists," but largely recounts plans to persuade them to do so. And Livesey wants to demonstrate the revolution transforming ordinary people's daily lives, but he instead shows a limited number of men developing an ideology of commercial republicanism. In all cases, the absence of any way to explain how certain discourses, ideas, or texts become especially meaningful to particular individuals leaves us lurching from rational choice (Cowans hints that the revolutionaries could have opted for inclusive, English-style, parliamentary monarchy, if only they had so chosen) to irrational fears.
36

Like Livesey's book, Carla Hesse's The Other Enlightenment: How French Women
Became Modern manifests many historians' growing uneasiness with the study of representations and discourses alone. In her crucial second chapter, Hesse argues against those historians who have treated transformations in political language as the basis for, and evidence of, women's exclusion from modern public life. 80 Based on extensive bibliographical research, Hesse finds that the records for the 1790s show little sign of women being marginalized. Instead, there was a remarkable four-fold increase in the number of women who had at least one work in print. 81 Women published in all major French cities and in all genres; their writings ranged fully across the social and political spectrum.
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In the following chapters, Hesse moves quickly through nineteenth and twentiethcentury debates on intellectual property rights and deftly examines the careers of individual women, including Louise de Kéralio, Isabelle de Charrière, and Germaine de Staël. Upon first consideration, it may seem surprising that The Other Enlightenment actually traces a very long lineage of women writers that culminates with Simone de Beauvoir and Natalie Sarraute (whom Hesse interviewed). An Enlightenment that continued until sometime in the twentieth century initially seems a provocative challenge to periodization. Gone are the Idéologues as the "last generation" of the Enlightenment; gone, too, is the rarely helpful dichotomy between Enlightenment reason and Romantic sentiment. Yet, on further reflection, it becomes evident that "Enlightenment" has simply become a synonym for "modernity."
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Throughout her concise book, Hesse develops an argument about the special form of women's subjectivity in modern France. Inheritors of both Enlightenment ideals of individual moral autonomy and post-revolution constraints on their personal freedoms, French women had to be Kantian subjects. That is, they had to be subjects, like those so famously described in Immanuel Kant's "What Is Enlightenment?" who would "argue about what you will, as much as you will. Only obey." 82 This, Hesse insists, was as "modern" a form of selfhood as any man's, but it was a more complex process, one creating "a doubled form of self." 83 She is making big claims here, both about modernity and about French women. Hesse engages explicitly with the word "modern" and asserts, "Modernity, most fundamentally, is the consciousness of oneself as selfcreating." 84 This consciousness, she argues, is neither immanent nor transhistorical. Instead, Hesse describes it emerging at a fairly specific time, in a fairly specific place, thanks to the honing of "very specific intellectual skills"-writing chief among them. 85 The late eighteenth and early nineteenth-century expansion of commercial print culture meant increasing opportunities for "private selves to transform themselves into public ones" (thereby becoming modern).
Hesse's privileging of "commercial print culture" has well-established historiographical antecedents. 86 Nonetheless, her insistence on writing's role in defining modern-as opposed to traditional, ancient, or archaic-life uncomfortably reinscribes a whole series of dichotomies that have featured prominently in European projects of domination. As Walter Mignolo has recently shown, assertions about the primitive, pre-modern, quality of non-literate individuals (and non-alphabetic cultures) had been commonplaces of imperial expansion since the sixteenth century. 87 Although Rosenfeld shows us reformers reversing the value put on "primitive" and "modern" signs-praising the purity and simplicity of the first, for instance-she also notes that Thermidorean and Directorial leaders quickly rejected this reevaluation as fantastical. The postrevolutionary "political-linguistic imaginary," Rosenfeld argues, differentiated civilization from barbarism on the basis that the former required facility with an established system of signs and laws. The Other Enlightenment operates fully from within this imaginary.
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Hesse's book might more aptly be subtitled "How French Women Writers Became Modern." Her "Other Enlightenment" is largely another High Enlightenment of successful intellectuals and noted literati, one made by women whose various social circles included Benjamin Constant, Immanuel Kant, and Jean-Paul Sartre. These well-documented writers make for engaging case studies, but were they really the only women to be consciously self-creating? Clare Crowston's work on seventeenth and eighteenth-century seamstresses indicates otherwise. She argues that mistress seamstresses-members of by far the largest and most important exclusively female trade guild-had considerable control over their own lives, and faced a legal "combination of privilege and constraint" very much comparable to the Kantian subject position of Hesse's writers. 88 Moreover, they did so throughout the eighteenth century-does this mean that dressmakers became "modern" before novelists?
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The self-consciously self-aware individual as the hallmark of modernity is not, itself, a novel formulation-although it interestingly suggests that the "New Cultural History" may owe more to Jacob Burckhardt's Civilization of the Renaissance in Italy (1860) than is usually allowed. 89 Hesse's use of this concept (like Livesey's claims about peasants, McMahon's about conservatives, and Bell's about nationalism) suggests more fundamentally that something like a real paradigm shift may be subtly at work. It seems that the analytic category "the French Revolution" has in some ways been supplanted by the coming of modernity: attention is now concentrated on some aspect of the eighteenth century (often identified in an Enlightenment text) that can be labeled modern. 90 This move is appealing-"modern" features in the subtitle of my own book as well-but we displace our frame of reference from the French Revolution to the modern eighteenth century at our own risk. The losses may be both empirical and conceptual.
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The most obvious danger is that of overlooking, denying, or assimilating all those aspects of eighteenth-century history that are not easily recognized as modern. If we follow Hesse, should we simply ignore-or leave for old-fashioned demographic historians-the many women who were illiterate, or even those who read but did not write? Emphasizing eighteenth-century "modernity" makes cities more important than the countryside-even though France's population remained predominantly rural until the 1930s. It makes nationalism more vibrant than individuals' other concerns-even though Bell himself notes that many of the aims he attributes to the First Republic were only carried out by the Third. In short, looking for what is modern about the eighteenth century tends to privilege history's "winners"-ideas, names, institutions, or ideologies that are still familiar today. McMahon, to his credit, does not do this, but at the price of striking hollow notes in his repeated insistence on the modernity of his protagonists. By their "very fundamentalism-itself a modern phenomenon," by their new-fangled defense of "tradition," by their use of modern media, and by their "bipolar, Right-Left model of politics"-in all these ways (and more!) the enemies of the Enlightenment were already modern, long before the outbreak of the revolution. 91 
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What does "modern" mean here, though? 92 Does it have any real analytic power, or does it simply insist on the relevance of one's scholarship to today's world (for the sake of students, publishers, and the job market)? If women, republicanism, and Conservatives all became modern at the same time, do we now have a significant new way of thinking about the relation of politics to gender roles? That is, do these various analyses work together meaningfully; can they be brought together with reference to anything other than chronology? Or are they simply the traces of an older, undigested historiography that identified this period as modernity's watershed? 93 "Modernity" today-like "revolution" for earlier generations-is a theoretical, often implicitly political, construction that appeals to historians because it insists on diachrony. Arguments about the coming of modernity inevitably rely, however subtly, on some greater narrative of historical transformation-at the very least, they require a binary distinction of modern and non-(or "pre") modern. Bruno Latour has argued that the arbitrary making of that distinction (the categorizing of ancients and moderns) is what makes modernity. In other words, by continuing to identify certain features of the past as "modern," we may ensure or reinforce our own participation in what Latour calls "the Modern Constitution," but we learn precious little about the eighteenth century or the French Revolution. 94 Hesse's analysis characterizes modernity as a new sort of human subjectivity. Joan Landes, in Visualizing the Nation: Gender, Representation, and Revolution in Eighteenth-Century France, develops a similar perspective. For her, the revolutionary representation of France as a beautiful woman had consequences far beyond the simple reworking of a classical allegorical tradition. 95 By figuring the nation as a desirable young woman, Landes argues, artists working in both elite and popular traditions made it possible for men to fall in love with France, to form a connection to the new political culture that was more passionate than cerebral. 96 At the same time, this crucial aspect of revolutionary iconography disguised the brutal ways in which this same culture denied women access to political, public life. It was, in Landes's phrase, "a stunning masquerade." 97 
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Landes (like Livesey and Hesse) frames her book as a response, and partial rebuttal, to the discursive emphasis in recent scholarship. Acknowledging that her first book shared this focus, she wants now to move beyond the textual to the visual. Yet this move, at least as she executes it, is not without its problems. For Landes treats prints, caricatures, and paintings as, in her words, "complex vehicles for the communication of critical ideas" 98 -that is, as texts to be decoded. This book substitutes an "iconic" emphasis for the "discursive" found in many others, but the message (whether told in words or conveyed by pictures) is the same: a single overbearing "logic" governed the revolution and transformed individuals' senses of themselves.
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Landes makes some suggestive points, and she is to be commended for trying to understand how a particular discourse might have become especially meaningful, even enjoyable, for ordinary French men. Edmund Burke, ranting against the revolution, declared, "To make us love our country, our country ought to be lovely," and Landes proposes that this lesson was not lost on the French. 99 Yet, by leaving the familiar premise of a governing revolutionary "logic" largely unquestioned, she makes it very difficult to identify the dynamics at work among human beings. Throughout her slim book, we get no sense of individual historical actors (be they artists or engravers, print sellers or print buyers) and hence very little real sense of the hotly debated struggle over meanings that Landes asserts characterized the revolutionary era. 100 There may indeed have been different ways of responding to images (and, surely, to written works as well), but since Landes barely shows us anyone responding to anything whatsoever, the existence of competing interpretations is something we must take on faith. Landes does at least remind us that the French Revolution may well have had major consequences for people who never set foot in the National Convention's meeting halls, but her effort to link images and individuals remains purely speculative. Prescriptive literature, derived predictably enough from the works of Rousseau, said that men ought to love their country, but Landes gives us no indication of individual republicans actually doing so. If images of half-naked, buxom France had decorated the bedrooms of adolescent boys (or, perhaps even more indicative, if such images had been hidden away in those bedrooms), then Landes would have an extraordinarily compelling case here. Instead, she has "wild" analysis. 101 Landes borrows loosely from art history and psychoanalysis but in a largely indiscriminate fashion. She barely discusses her cover image's overwhelmingly Christian iconography and oddly finds it relevant to note, in commenting on a 1794 print (sold in Paris), that the turtle "in Nigeria . . . is an emblem of lubricity." 102 Her weak-and actually disavowed-use of psychoanalysis is especially disappointing, as it might, in a more sophisticated form, offer ways of effectively linking desire and discourse, subjectivity and socialization. Moreover, sustained engagement with psychoanalysis would allow more direct confrontation with the recent historiography's recourse to languages of mental suffering in describing the revolution. 103 
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Such an engagement would not be without its own difficulties, of course. Like any explicitly formulated body of theoretical knowledge, psychoanalysis is prone to being devoured whole and somewhat unthinkingly. It can be used to deny historical specificity, and to restate the blindingly obvious in a jargon-heavy vocabulary. In making use of it, we would need to attend both to how an established body of theory may alter our readings of source materials and how the latter may call for a rewriting of the former. We would also need to be aware of the development of multiple, competing schools of psychoanalysis; perhaps, for example, considering whether sibling rivalry, at least as much as fraternal camaraderie, needs to enter into our thinking about the revolution. 104 Nonetheless, the great strength of psychoanalysis at this juncture is that it offers an interpretive strategy premised on being able to work with and through language-it is, after all, a talking cure-in order to gain access to, and have effects on, something extralinguistic (which can never be known directly). Moreover, Slavoj i ek's discussion of ideological structures as the "obscene imposition of enjoyment" might allow us to think more fruitfully about how discourses are internalized and perpetuated. 105 
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Ewa Lajer-Burcharth's Necklines: The Art of Jacques-Louis David after the Terror makes suggestive, if not always fully effective, use of psychoanalysis. 106 The centerpiece of this book-a remarkable extended analysis of David's Sabine Women (1799)-demonstrates just how much can be gained from considering cultural artifacts within the multiple contexts of their production, distribution, and exhibition (or consumption). With considerable sophistication, Lajer-Burcharth weaves together themes that run (singly) through Livesey's, Hesse's, and Landes's books. In exhibiting the painting alone and by charging an admission fee, David took up the ideals of commercial republicanism and used them to support his own claims about the dignity of art. At the same time, by insisting on the artist's autonomy-both stylistic and economic-David continued to distance himself from his earlier intimate involvement with republican politics. (During the Year II, he had served as a member of the Committee of General Security and was closely associated with Robespierre.) By placing a large, freestanding mirror (a psyché in French) opposite the painting, David invited viewers to compare themselves to the bodies depicted in the painting-a process made all the more visually compelling by the fashion for women's dresses modeled on those of Antiquity. 107 
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Lajer-Burcharth's analysis operates on numerous levels simultaneously, convincingly demonstrating transformations in David's artistic practice and sense of self as it argues for fashion (and mirrors) as central tools of psychic restructuring among French men and women in the second half of the 1790s. As a study of David, his colleagues, and his students, Lajer-Burcharth's book is difficult to fault. The discussion becomes more forced, however, when she turns to a more general discussion of Directorial elites (whose supposed fascination with their reflections she relates to Jacques Lacan's famous discussion of the mirror-stage formation of the Imaginary). 108 Psychoanalysis may provide tools for thinking about individuals, especially such comparatively well-documented ones as David, but can it inform our consideration of faceless, nameless groups? (Much of Lajer-Burcharth's evidence for post-Thermidorean narcissism comes from caricatures and fashion plates, and hence also tells us primarily about artists.) David's explicit and extensive political involvements make Lajer-Burcharth's focus on the shock of life post-Thermidor legitimate-but how could we even begin to fathom whether the revolution had comparable effects on other subjectivities? Landes, of course, asserts that it did, but she neither substantiates her claims effectively nor distinguishes the consequences of various moments in the revolution.
Are we left, then, with a revolution (and a modernity) only of the few? Livesey's analysis of peasant petitions does suggest something like popular involvement, but all the other books reviewed here either deliberately focus on revolutionary elites or are unconcerned with documenting the wider reception of the representations they analyze. This is one consequence of the narrow-and, in many senses, quite sterileway in which we have come to understand "the political" and how it has guided the reconfiguration of the field. If English social history was once, in G. M. Trevelyan's famous phrase, "history with the politics left out," French cultural history-at least of the revolutionary period-has become nearly the opposite. Even Landes and LajerBurcharth both privilege changes in political structures (the shift from subject to citizen, the imperative of ending the Terror), thereby implying that other dramatic transformations-such as the legalization of divorce or the disintegration of family fortunes-had no effects on how people felt about themselves and the world they inhabited. 109 
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Gwynne Lewis and Steven Kaplan, among others, have lamented that François Furet's focus on the political has led to a bracketing of "the social." 110 This, it seems to me, is an inadequate way of describing what has happened. For, as Rosenfeld and Bell have commented, historians trained in the 1980s and 1990s found Furet's redefinition of the French Revolution (as a series of claims about power) especially appealing because it fit so snugly with the granting of autonomy to culture, with the realization that political beliefs could not be predictably derived from social positions. 111 Moreover, many historians in the past two decades have come to see "social position" as itself a series of claims enunciated (more or less intentionally) within various domains and discourses.
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It is for the latter reason that I find calls for a "return to the social" simplistic. I fully share the sense that history should not consist of the writings of Rousseau, Robespierre, and Rabaut de Saint Etienne alone, but I wonder where we are going to find the long-lost "social." This ambition seems to rely on the premise that the socalled "linguistic turn" has merely distracted us from "the social," to which we will now make an unproblematic return. But if the works of Keith Baker, Joan Scott, Mary Poovey, Dror Wahrman, and others have had any sort of shared agenda, it has been to highlight the difficulty-nay, the outright impossibility-of knowing "the social" in any sort of unmediated fashion. 112 As William Sewell has written, the whole perception of our world as something made up of distinct realms (the economy, culture, politics, social relations), each to be studied by its own historians, is now untenable. 113 
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Nonetheless, the stakes here are considerable. For, as Sewell has also movingly demonstrated, we are again on the verge of writing a history that omits the "poor and the powerless" (in this case, everyone from Richard Cobb's marginaux to Albert Soboul's sans-culottes and Georges Lefebvre's peasants) completely. 114 Is a history of philosophes, novelists, and discourses really any less elitist than one of kings, queens, and statesmen? Is there a way of bringing "the people" (as they once were known) back into the history of the revolution without collapsing them into static social categories and mechanistic explanations? 115 
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Nearly all the books discussed here privilege printed texts-Hesse's intensive reading of novels and Bell's extensive reading of multiple tracts simply show two very different strategies for dealing with such works. No one dares say it (lest he or she be branded the most vulgar of positivists), but it may be that it is actually a return to the archives that is long overdue. Administrative and logistic difficulties may make an enthusiastic return to the Archives Nationales in Paris unlikely in the near future, but there could be no better time for a return to the departmental archives (by now largely unused by an entire generation of revolutionary historians). This will not be a return to the social, however. Police reports, notaries' inventories, and apprenticeship contracts are also all representations, texts whose genre conventions and conditions of production we forget at our peril. Nonetheless, insofar as they are structured by different conventions, written by different authors, and conserved for different reasons, they may allow us to tell different stories. 116 When we notice that even six months after the former king's execution (in January 1793), certain notarized documents bore a stamp reading "La Loi, Le Roi" ("The Law, the King"), we may want to rethink our assumptions about the "void" left by the monarchy's collapse in 1789. 117 Objects, such as the stamp used by that notary's clerk, may not have yielded to change as quickly as our concentration on planners and pedagogues would have us believe. 118 Understanding the revolution solely in terms of a triumphant and terrible discourse of political will-be that will expressed in coherent plans for nation-building (Bell) , incoherent statements about public opinion (Cowans) , or images of beautiful women (Landes)-has perhaps led us to overlook the limits of that will. I refer not to explicit projects of counter-revolution (which, as McMahon shows, also partook of this same discourse) but to the diffuse and perhaps unconscious resistances provided by personal habit and physical objects: the clerk's picking up of the stamp he had been routinely using for the past three years, the notary's reluctance to spend money on yet another stamp, the stamp manufacturers' inability to keep pace with political change. Of course, the notary and his clerk may also have been committed monarchists; they may have deliberately and consciously continued using their "La Loi, Le Roi" stamp throughout the summer of 1793; and there may be a very clear political meaning stamped at the top of that little blue piece of paper. Or there may not be. (In assuming that there must be a meaning, we show ourselves to be both clearly Freudian and possibly paranoid.)
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How can we think about that stamp? Having fully learned the valuable lessons of intertextuality, historians of the French Revolution have largely shied away from questions about human motivations or desires. Having learned that the meaning of that stamp was culturally, discursively, constructed, we have generally ignored the people who made the stamp. In concentrating on the "discourse of revolution" as that which has shaped so much of modern political culture, we have effectively overlooked the question of how people's lives were changed by their experiences of the revolutionary period itself. 119 
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Developing a new paradigm, a way of writing cultural history that takes account of, and allows for, both human agency and historical contingency, both meaning and that which resists inscription, will not be easy. Among other things, it will oblige us to take apart the narratives of historical and historiographical progress with which this essay began. Those uncritical stories-about the modernity of the revolution and the novelty of our understanding of it-support each other so well that they allow little else to be said.
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Furet self-consciously took the phrase "illusion of politics" from Marx; we have taken much more, and far less consciously. If historians of the revolution have noisily renounced those bits of the Jacobino-Marxist narrative that were specifically attacked in the 1950s and 1960s (the existence of a clearly demarcated rising bourgeoisie, its role in the transition from feudalism to capitalism, etc.), we have left unremarked upon the many other habits of thought that were part and parcel of Marx's philosophy of history. Indeed, the very tendency to recast the eighteenth century as the birth of modernity-which I above suggested might delineate a new paradigm-can also, and perhaps more accurately, be seen as a return of the not-very-repressed Marxist concern with stages of history.
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If it is largely true that a model of history as "stages of civilization" can be found in eighteenth and nineteenth-century Liberal histories, I think it is also generally the case that historians working today know this model because of the way it was used by Marx (and those who followed him). 120 For all the disavowals, our chronology of modernity is still very much Marx's story. 121 Consider, for example, that participation in a public sphere of debate, and appeals to public opinion, have become, thanks to Habermas, the sine qua non of modern life. Yet Habermas's account of the transformation of the public sphere depended on profound changes in material production and wealth accumulation. Like Benedict Anderson's imagined national communities, which built on the profit-seeking activities of print capitalists, Habermas's bourgeois public sphere was a cultural development arising in a particular social/economic conjuncture. So, too, let us remember, is the vision of modernity developed by Walter Benjamin.
Habermas, Anderson, and Benjamin all developed major theories of cultural transformation in dialogue with generations of Marxist scholarship. In our appropriation of their formulations, however, we usually omit these prior interlocutors, resulting in cultural formations to which we grant extraordinary independence. Moreover, by taking these particular phenomena-the public sphere, the nation, "modernity"-as the cornerstones of revisionist scholarship on the French Revolution, we inadvertently repeat many earlier commonplaces. By accepting Habermas as one guide away from Marx, we bring no small amount of Marx with us nonetheless-in our periodization, our preference for cities, even our interest in shared consciousness. Yet by getting our "Marx" via the philosopher of communicative action, we lose both the distinction of revolution from evolution and the sense of direct conflict. Of late, the history of all hitherto-existing society has been the history of conceptual voids.
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My intention is not to play "spot the crypto-Marxist." Rather, it is to suggest that repeated statements of revolutionary historiography's move beyond Marx are unhelpful precisely insofar as they fail to acknowledge and work through those elements of Marxist analysis that continue to guide our thinking-such as the tendency to think of history in stages (be it modernity or a new mode of production), such as the distinction between materiality and discursivity, such as the separation of production from consumption. 122 Since current versions of the advent of modernity so closely parallel older stories of the rise of the bourgeoisie, it is hardly surprising that they are no more able to accommodate difference or fathom individual actions than Marxism was.
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The argument here is not that we should hunt down and destroy our inheritance from Marx. Rather, we must no longer reject it, no longer characterize it as belonging to somebody else. We need to address and engage with these contributions directly, rather than gesturing toward them as dusty old objects in the "museum of historiography." 123 In doing so, we will have to re-pose a whole series of very big questions: questions of periodization and of agency, even of what an individual or a discourse might be. It means we must be self-conscious in the way we pose these questions and in how we think about answering them, for example, finding ways of acknowledging both the discursivity of physical things and the physicality of discourse. We must, in the suggestive words of Slavoj i ek, "persist in the impossible position" that both recognizes that reality is completely shot through with ideology/discourse and maintains the tension-that between ideology/discourse and "something else"-that makes critique possible. 124 This may be an impossible position, but it is the best we will achieve. For neither history nor the writing of history has ever really proceeded in a clear and unitary direction. We have learned from Furet (and others) not to believe grand claims about how much the revolution changed people's lives, yet we have persisted in saying that that lesson utterly transformed our own scholarship. It did not-but saying that it did comfortably shifted the mantle of revolutionary agency from the people of eighteenth-century France to the readers of this journal. ., 2000) won the Gottschalk Prize for the best book in eighteenth-century studies, and it has recently appeared in Japanese translation. She is currently interested in money.
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